
SYDNEY AIRPORT COMMUNITY FORUM INC

[SACF Inc]
P.O. Box 154
Summer Hill NSW 2130
Tel/Fax  :  (02) 93497470    [Chair]; (02) 97989606 [Secretary]
Secretariat Email: pslingard@tpgi.com.au

4 March 2012

Dear Sir/Madam:
Re. JOINT FED /NSW SECOND SYDNEY AIRPORT (AVIATION CAPACITY)
REVIEW 2/3/2012

SACF Inc MEDIA RELEASE ATTACHED

In considering discussion of the above topic we would appreciate your attention to the matters
raised in the attached MEDIA RELEASE which relates to the environmental suitability of the
Commonwealth's Badgery's Creek (Second) Airport site for future expansion of Sydney
(Kingsford Smith) Airport capacity, as proposed in the above mentioned Joint Federal/NSW
Government Aviation Capacity Review released by the Department of Transport on 2 March
2012.

Our position is that the Review's second option (ie WILTON) be selected, and we support the
Transport Minister's position in this respect and in the denial of further capacity increases or
Curfew Relaxations at Sydney (Kingsford Smith) Airport. The choice of Wilton was also
second choice nominated in the comprehensive 1985 Kinhill-Stearnes Site Selection Process,
and it was there ranked significantly better than Badgery's on both air quality and noise
affectation. 

Subsequent analysis in the 1999 Badgery's Creek Second Airport EIS showed that all that
Badgery's would achieve is Sydney having two large airports which would need a curfew and
that the flight paths from Badgery's would depress those from KSA with even worse noise
effects than for KSA alone.  Wilton has neither of these disadvantages. It will not need a
Curfew, and it will (or should) have minimal effects on traffic at Sydney (Kingsford Smith).

We will appreciate your consideration of the issues raised.

Yours Faithfully

Philip S. Lingard
Secretary , Sydney Airport Community Forum INCORPORATED [SACF Inc]
Encl: SACF Inc Media Release; Tables 1 &  2 from "The Way Forward from Sydney's Airports Quagmire"
(SACF Inc 1999). 



SYDNEY AIRPORT COMMUNITY FORUM INC
PO Box 154 
Summer Hill , NSW 2130

MEDIA RELEASE                                   DATE 4/3/2012
Re. JOINT FED /NSW SECOND SYDNEY AIRPORT (AVIATION CAPACITY) REVIEW 2/3/2012

Sydney Airport Community Forum  Inc [SACF Inc] , formed in 1998,  is the peak body representing a
coalition of most Airport Noise community groups . SACF Inc strongly welcomes the decision by the
Federal Minister for Transport , Anthony Albanese, to not  only to reject the Badgery's Creek option
for a second Sydney Basin airport ,  but to  reassess the viability of the WILTON option for  resolving
the logistic and environmental crisis  evolving at Sydney (Kingsford Smith) Airport.

It is important that NIMBY (Not In My Backyard) politics be removed from arguably the  most
important environmental issue for the Sydney Basin . It is  irresponsible to promote far-away sites such
as Canberra, Goulburn or Newcastle which will   create more problems than they seek to solve.   
Wilton was the wartime standby airport for Sydney should it be attacked. Then in 1985 it was
recognised as the second best site for Sydney's Second  Airport (Kinhill-Stearnes Site Selection Report
1985).  

Wilton is not in the Sydney Airshed, but is on the  rim and at an altitude of 1000-1200 ft has sufficient
air flows to flush 5% of Sydney's air pollution from the Sydney Basin . In comparison Badgery's Creek
  puts this "Point Pollution Source" in precisely the worst part of greater Sydney:  Low-down  near the
Blue Mountains foothills where fog and inversion layers trap much of the pollution. Wilton avoids
needing a curfew and  its lesser population would result in 40  times fewer people than Badgery's and
200 times fewer than Sydney KSA bearing noise pollution impacts (See Tables).   

Wilton is immediately adjacent to existing major transport routes - the M5/Hume and
Sydney-Melbourne Rail corridors - justifying at least a first segment of High Speed Rail from the
Sydney CBD , this being readily expandable  into high speed rail  link(s) to or from the Illawarra,
Goulburn, Canberra and Melbourne.  In comparison , the Badgery's EIS identified $1bn in required
new road and rail infrastructure , all lumbered by a curfew. Indeed Wilton and Badgery's have nearly
identical travel times  by road or rail from the CBD and less than half that of Goulburn or Newcastle.  

The only legitimate issue needing resolution woud be Sydney Water's open creek channels from
Cordeaux, Cataract , Avon and Nepean Dams which can be easily rectified by the use of pipes .

SACF Inc therefore calls for the immediate cessation of all residential expansion in the Wilton area  
pending a full investigation of the only site which offers unimpeded relief from the present high noise
impacts of Sydney (KSA).

In 1999 , SACF Inc released a thorough study of all sites for a second airport for Sydney .  In 2004
SACF Inc released a further report on  the chaotic and dangerous flight path arrangements at Sydney
(KSA) , revealing that the so-called Long-Term Operating Plan  (LTOP) had not been implemented by
Airservices Australia as promised and requested by the then Coalition Government in 1997.  These
Documents can be downloaded from   [http://users.tpg.com.au/plingar/Pubsacfi.htm]

SACF Inc calls upon all politicians to resist kneejerk reactions until a properly researched study is
concluded . It is the view of SACF Inc that an airport site in the Southern Highlands on the rim of , but
outside, the Sydney Basin  airshed is the only viable alternative to the potentially  disastrous situation
continuing to fester at Sydney (Kingsford Smith) Airport.  
Contacts:  Philip S. Lingard (Secretary) (02) 97989606; Graeme P. Harrison (Chairman) Tel 93497470 Mob:
0411680666; Richard J. Tanner (Deputy Chairman) (02) 63774534.



  

 

 










































       







       








       



 

        





         




        

        




        




         

         



  

 

 

  




 




 










 



 



 



 



 








 



 


 







 











 


 




















 



 

 


